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I purchased this handy guide at a small bookstore on the Outer Banks shortly after moving to North

Carolina. The big, colorful photos are excellent for identification and the writing style is charming. It

didn't take me long to devour it from cover to cover. It now has a place of honor on our coffee table,

where I refer to it often while bird watching.

This was a gift for my mothers birthday. I was amazed at the beautiful photographs, not drawingss

of the birds, with so much information about the birds. It is a wonderful book that I highly

reccommend.

My husband and I enjoy watching the birds at our bird feeder in our back yard. We're very amateur,

and our knowledge was pretty much limited to knowing the difference between cardinals and robins.

Now we know a lot more! The book has very good pictures of both male and female versions of the

birds it covers, and good explanations with each. The pictures are a good size, too. When I see a

bird I don't know at the feeder, I can grab the book and look it up before the bird flies away. Note,

though, that it's a pretty good-sized book, about 8 1/2 x 11. I was a little dismayed when I got it,



because we keep the book on the counter next to the stove, which is also next to the window where

we bird watch. However, I can lean it up against the wall, and it works just fine, sitting out of the way

until I want to use it. So - it's a great book, very useful and useable; just make sure you have room

for it wherever you want to put it.

This is a great "coffee table" book. I wanted a smaller book to refer to when spotting a bird. I

couldn't tell the book was this large by the picture. There is limited information about the bird

species. The pictures take up most of the book. They are lovely, but maybe they should be a little

smaller, so more information (such as egg color, mating habits, migration information, etc.), could be

included. Shore birds are mixed in with mountain birds. It would have been nicer to separate the

book into the different areas of North Carolina.

I am going to North Carolina to visit with family, and I wanted a book for identification of birds

endemic to North Carolina. This is a great book and I will leave it behind for other guests who visit. It

has beautiful photography and is a good, basic bird book. This same company publishes books for

other states, and I have some of them.

This is beautiful book. My mother hangs suet out side her picture window in the winter. All kinds of

lovely bird actually wait in line to get some.She's always wondering what kind of birds they are. Now

she will be able to look them up!

This book made my 80 year old mother very happy. Now when birds come to her yard she has

pictures to find which bird they are.

Wonderful NC bird guide! Fantastic photos, and great guide. Nice, large size. Recommend.
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